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Abstract—Timing channels in a program allow attackers to
infer secret information being processed. To avoid introducing
timing channels, programmers should follow Constant-Time
Programming (CTP) guidelines or rely on repair tools that
prevent leakage of information via timing channels. Existing
repair tools prevent this leakage when programs have branches or
loops whose behaviour depends on secrets; however, these repair
tools do not efficiently prevent the leakage that occurs if the
program accesses a data structure using secret indices. In this
work, we present ORIGAMI, a set of repair rules to enforce
constant read/write operations on fixed-size, multidimensional
data structures so that accessing them via secret indices does not
leak information. We implement ORIGAMI as a series of LLVM
optimisation passes and evaluate ORIGAMI with programs from
Tomcrypt and GDK libraries. Evaluation with the repaired
programs using an accurate simulator (GEM5) confirms that
our approach indeed repairs the timing channels in practice.

I. I NTRODUCTION
What are timing side-channel attacks?: Timing attacks
are among the best known side-channel attacks [5] to exfiltrate secret information from a program. Basic timing sidechannel attacks aim to establish a relationship between inputs
and execution time, which can be done by attackers who have a
copy of the program. After running the program with different
inputs, the attacker has a model of this input to executiontime relationship. Attackers then observe the total execution
time of the same program run by the victim, and can infer the
value of the secret input. More advanced timing attacks exploit
micro-architectural features, e.g. caches, and they require the
attacker be able to interact with these micro-architectural aspects in the machine where the victim executes the vulnerable
program. Spectre style attacks [16], as discovered in 2018, are
sophisticated attacks where the attacker exploits timing covert
channels to ex-filtrate secret information loaded by speculative
execution in the cache by reverse engineering the value of
a secret input after observing cache hit/miss timings [8] or
by computing the cache lines being accessed [23]. While
Spectre attacks rely on speculative execution to load secrets
into the cache, poorly implemented cryptographic software
could directly leak secrets via memory access patterns (MAP),
without relying on speculative execution [13].
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Repairing Leakage due to MAP.: If we assume that
attackers can only infer information from the behaviour of
the program counter, then the automatic repair of programs
with timing side-channel vulnerabilities is a well understood
problem: existing solutions [27], [31], [36] already close these
timing side-channels while preserving functionality and preventing the appearance of undesired side-effects (e.g. unsafe
memory accesses). However, once we empower the attacker
to manipulate micro-architectural aspects, especially those that
breach memory isolation like the ones used for Spectre [16]
and Meltdown [21], the repairing of vulnerable programs
remains an open problem [5]. In this work, we are particularly
interested in repairing programs that leak information when a
data structure is accessed using a secret value. These programs
are vulnerable to an attacker that cannot read the contents of
the cache directly but can manipulate and observe the state of
the cache using attacks like Flush+Reload [37] or Prime+Probe
[23] to infer secrets.
Consider the example program P, defined by
if A[s] then x := 1 else y := 0,
which reveals A[s] under the baseline leakage model, because
the attacker can infer the value of A[s] by following the
program counter. The baseline leakage model assumes that
the valuations of branch conditions are exposed to attackers
(see [2, §3, Example 1]), so the program P is unsafe if A[s]
is a secret, but it is safe if A[s] is public (e.g. if A[s] is
declassified data). Existing repair tools [27], [31], [36] offer
strong security guarantees against the baseline leakage model,
and can repair the program P with respect to this leakage
model, yielding the linear-code program T(P), defined by
x := CT Sel(A[s], 1, x); y := CT Sel(A[s], y, 0),
where CT Sel(c, a, b) is a constant-time selector which returns
a if c is true, or b otherwise. The program T(P) is arguably
safer with respect to the baseline leakage model, since the
behaviour of the program counter no longer reveals the value
of A[s]. Now, if we consider a leakage model which considers
MAP, then the program T(P) leaks s, because the attacker
can still infer s by probing the cache. Existing compilerbased repair tools [27], [31], [36] offer weak, inefficient,
or no guarantees at all against this leakage model: Raccoon

[27] implements oblivious RAM (ORAM), which is quite
taxing in terms of performance (it induces an overhead with
geometric mean ∼ 16x); S C -E LIMINATOR [36] uses data
structure preloading, but it is an unsound repair if the attacker
can manipulate the cache; and the methodology presented in
[31] does not repair against this leakage model. This lack of
effective and efficient repair guarantees is the main motivation
for our work.
Our Contributions: The authors of [29] describe a philosophy which aims to delegate the compiler the enforcement
of timing side-channel freedom. Following this philosophy,
we propose a set of repair rules to close the timing sidechannel created by accessing fixed-size data structures indexed
by secret information. Our repair rules offer strong security
guarantees with respect to the leakage model that accounts
for memory access patterns. In a nutshell, we replace each
read access y := A[x] and each write access A[x] := y by
a linear program that explores A, systematically loading it in
memory, guaranteeing that y = A[x] in the case of a read,
and that A[x] = y in the case of a write. These operations are
similar to fold high-order functions, which is why we name
our repair rules ORIGAMI.
We implement ORIGAMI as an LLVM opt pass to make it
compatible with other target-independent compiler optimizations. The tool lets the compiler first perform optimisations,
and then applies the ORIGAMI repair rules to the resulting
intermediate representation code. Our pass ensures that the
compiled programs have a constant memory footprint when
indexing fixed-size array-like data structures using secrets.
Our proposed solution only requires minimal annotation to the
source code (i.e., to inform the compiler which variables and
function arguments are secrets, and for loops whose bounds
cannot be automatically derived by the compiler) and provides
theoretical guarantees that the transformed code is secure
under the memory access pattern leakage model.
There are a couple of clear limitations when repairing
programs with ORIGAMI, (e.g. ORIGAMI can obfuscate a
read access to a data structure whose values are secret pointers,
but fails to protect the program if such resulting pointer is
later used to load or store a value) which we discuss in
Section IV-D. These limitations illustrate the impossibility of
repairing every program with respect to the MAP leakage
model while keeping the program functional, efficient, and
secure.
This paper is structured as follows. We first provide a brief
background in Section II. In Section III, we formally define
timing side-channel freedom (TSCF) under the MAP leakage
model, which is the property that we want to enforce. We
present the ORIGAMI repair rules in Section IV, and we
prove that they enforce TSCF under MAP for a language
of while-programs; we also discuss the limitations of this
enforcement. In section V, we evaluate an implementation
of the ORIGAMI rules as LLVM optimization passes; we
use these passes to enforce TSCF in LLVM-IR after all other
compiler optimizations have taken place. We apply ORIGAMI
to a small toy example and to real cryptographic ciphers from

Tomcrypt [20] and to GDK library routines [32], [32], and
we evaluate all the repaired programs using GEM5 – a cycle
accurate simulator for x86 processor – to empirically show
that all repaired programs satisfy TSCF with respect to MAP
leakage. We then compare ORIGAMI against related work in
Section VI, and we conclude in Section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we provide the definitions and notation that
we use through this work.
A. Timing Side Channel Freedom Enforcement
Why are timing side-channel vulnerabilities so hard to
fix?: Both the programming languages and the computer
security communities understand fairly well where timing
differences could be introduced during the compilation and
execution processes of software, and they tackle the problem
of enforcing timing side-channel freedom (TSCF) using a
layered approach. Unfortunately, timing differences can be
(unintentionally) introduced at every step of the compilation
process, and they propagate to the following stages.
For illustration purposes, let us consider a simplified version
of the compilation and execution process. A program starts
out as source code, which is then given to a compiler. The
compiler often creates an intermediate representation (IR) of
the program (e.g. a control flow graph (CFG)), which the
compiler then optimises by using transformation rules that can
be applied to any IR (e.g. dead-code elimination). We call the
entity in charge of creation and optimisation of the IR the
front-end of the compiler. The back-end of the compiler then
compiles the optimised IR into a microarchitecture-dependent
low-level representation (LLR), performs microarchitecturedependent optimisations, and then creates the executable.
Finally, the executable runs on the microarchitecture by following the sequence of instructions in the executable.
At the source code level, a developer who does not follow constant-time programming guidelines, e.g., CryptoCoding [3], can introduce timing differences by, e.g., using loops
with input-dependent bounds, or by terminating early if a
branch condition is satisfied, e.g. in a base case of a recursive
functions. At the IR level, since compilers often optimise
for performance, they may introduce timing differences via
optimisations at the IR level, just like a programmer would at
source level. To make matters more complicated, the compiler
may even remove TSCF countermeasures introduced at the
source code level if it deems them non-optimal, which is why
developers of crypto algorithms disable compiler optimisations, or even choose to avoid compilers altogether and instead
directly implement crypto routines in assembly [5].
Then, the back-end repeats the story of the front-end: it
creates the LLR, optimises it and creates the executable, but
its own optimisations may remove any TSCF enforcement
introduced in the IR, and it may itself introduce timing differences. Finally, even if the back-end does not itself introduce
timing differences or removes countermeasures added at the
previous stages, the microarchitecture may manifest timing

differences during program execution; this may be because
a micro-architectural instruction can vary its execution time
depending on its parameters (e.g. multiplication), or due to
out-of-order execution and speculative execution. In that sense,
any TSCF enforcement introduced at early stages can be made
irrelevant at later stages.
B. Leakage Models
We find the notion of leakage models used in
ct-verif [2] particularly enlightening. Although their
leakage models are defined based on LLVM rather than
machine code, they argue in [2, §5] that “LLVM assembly
code produced just before code generation [is] sufficiently
similar to any target-machine’s assembly code to provide a
high level of confidence.”
In the following, we provide the intuition behind three
useful leakage models, what it means for a program to leak
secrets with respect to them, and insights on what repairing a
program with respect to each model entails.
Baseline Leakage Model: This leakage model reveals
to the attacker the valuations of branch conditions. More
precisely, the program if c then p1 else p2 reveals the
valuation of c, and the program while c do p reveals the
valuation of c. This is the baseline leakage model because it
is implied by all other leakage models.
A program leaks secrets with respect to this model if secrets
influence the behaviour of the program counter, which is
why it is also known as the program counter security model
[24]. To repair a program with respect to this model, secretdependent branches are linearised by replacing conditionals
with constant-time selectors and loops are fully unrolled. This
causes the behaviour of the program counter to be independent
of value of secrets.
Memory Access Patterns Leakage Model (MAP): in addition to revealing the valuation of branch conditions, the MAP
model reveals the indices used to access data structures. More
precisely, the programs
A[x] := y,

and

y := A[x]

each reveals x because different indices may have different
memory access patterns (e.g. when the cache lines for A[x] and
A[x′ ] are different), and the attacker can infer this information.
Thus, a program leaks secrets under the MAP model if they
are used to access data structures [2]. This leakage model is
related to memory trace obliviousness [22], which requires
constant behaviour of the memory for all public-equivalent
traces. To avoid leakage under the MAP model, we must
not use secrets when accessing data structures, and we must
enforce a secret-independent behaviour on the program counter
(to avoid leakage following the baseline model).
SC-E LIMINATOR proposes the use of preloading and musthit analysis to repair programs so that they satisfy TSCF under
the MAP leakage model. Unfortunately, this repair implicitly
assumes that the state of the cache during must-hit analysis
is the same as when the program executes, which is a problematic assumption if we consider that the attacker can also

manipulate the cache using Prime+Probe and Flush+Reload
attacks. Instead of preloading, we propose a new repair rule
where instructions accessing data structures using secrets,
i.e.A[x] := y and y := A[x], have the constant memory access
patterns, thus preventing leaks under the MAP. The details of
this solution are explained in detail in Section IV.
Operand Sensitive Leakage Model (OS): For completeness, we include the leakage model that distinguishes operations whose execution time are sensitive to inputs. The
program y := f (x) leaks its parameter x if its total execution
time depends on x. This leakage model is the most general of
the three models presented, as it implies the MAP and baseline
models. Repairing programs with respect to the OS model at
the source or compiler level is extremely challenging, because
some operations offered by the micro-architecture leak their
parameters (e.g. division and multiplication); thus, solutions
for the OS model may need to be target dependent. Enforcing
TSCF with respect to this leakage model is outside the scope
of this work.
C. TSCF Under MAP Leakage - Informally
The MAP leakage model represents an attacker that is able
to use the timing of hits and misses in the cache to indirectly
obtain values from the cache, similar to what attackers relying
on Spectre attacks do to recover the secrets loaded in memory.
More precisely, if an array-like structure A is large enough to
require several cache lines for it to be fully loaded in the cache,
then caching A[s] only fills the cache line that corresponds to
the index s and its neighbouring values. An attacker can gain
information about s by probing the cache, testing which parts
of A result in a cache hits and which ones do not. For example,
the program if s < sizeA then x := B[A[s]] reveals s
and A[s] under the MAP leakage model, because the state of
the cache is different for different values of s. This program
does not reveal B[A[s]], only the indices used to access it.
D. Guarded Kleene Algebra with Tests (GKAT)
Guarded Kleene Algebra with Tests (GKAT) is a modern
formalism that offers a propositional abstraction of imperative
while-programs with uninterpreted actions [30]. The specialty
of GKAT is to enable reasoning about properties of programs
by merely looking at their structure and not at their (functional) semantics. This makes GKAT interesting for modelling
transformations at the compiler level [18], because a generalpurpose compiler should not need know the exact semantics
of a program to optimise it; in general, the compiler should
look for structural patterns which enable optimisations, just as
GKAT does for reasoning.
We use GKAT to provide a formal foundation in reasoning
about TSCF for arbitrary programs. Specifically, the axioms
and rules for GKAT expressions help us reason about the
equivalence of programs. In this setting, the notion of semantic equivalence is defined over uninterpreted actions using
languages of guarded strings, defined using actions and tests.

Actions, Tests and Expressions: Every GKAT is
parametrised by a set of abstract actions Σ and a finite set
of abstract primitive tests T . We assume T and Σ are disjoint
and non-empty. A test t ∈ T is an atomic proposition about
the state of the program, and the execution of an action p ∈ Σ
can affect the state. We form GKAT expressions (GKATx) with
the grammar presented in Figure 1.
Atoms: An atom is a truth assignment of all the tests
in T . We denote atoms by α, β, and γ, and the set of atoms
by At. For example, if T = {t1 , t2 }, the boolean expressions
α = t1 · t2 , β = t1 · t2 , γ = t1 · t2 , and δ = t1 · t2 are all the
atoms, where ti is the complement of ti , for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Guarded strings are an intercalation of a logical atom
and an action, which can be seen as the concatenation of
{pre} {action} {pos} elements, where pre and pos represent the precondition and postcondition of the action (any
pre and any pos as we work with uninterpreted actions, but
a pos and a pre need to be compatible to be concatenated).
Guarded Strings: A guarded string g is an element of the
∗
set GS := At · (Σ · At) , and it models a trace of an abstract
program. To compose guarded strings, we use fusion product
⋄ : GS × GS → GS, a partial function defined by
(
wαv,
if α = β;
wα ⋄ βv ≜
(1)
undefined, otherwise.
The fusion product of sets L1 , L2 ⊆ GS is defined by

b, c, d ∈ B ::=
| 0
False
| 1
True
| t∈T t
| b·c
b and c
| b + c b or c
| b̄
not b

e, f, g
|
|
|
|
|

∈ GKATx ::=
p∈Σ
do p
b∈B
assert b
e·f
e;f
f +b g if b thenf else g
e(b)
while b do e

Fig. 1: Left: boolean expressions. Right: GKAT expressions
(from [30]).
A time metric associates each actions in a program trace
with a time consumption. Under the MAP leakage model, an
action p may consume different amounts of time depending
on the state of the cache when p is executed: if a results in
several cache hits then it consumes less time than it would if
a resulted in several cache misses. Thus, the memory access
pattern of a program trace directly impacts its execution time.
We formalise this notion with the metric mem.
The mem Time Metric: Let V (p) be the variables used
in the action p, let ω : GS × V → B be a function where
ω(g, v) states if the variable v is in the cache after executing
g (or after executing nothing if g ∈ At), let hitg (p) ≜
{v ∈ V (p)|ω(g, v)} be the set of variables in p that are present
in the cache, and let missg (p) ≜ {v ̸∈ V (p)|ω(g, v)}; we
define mem(g)(p), the MAP of p (with respect to g), by

mem(g)(p) = η × missg (p) + µ × hitg (p)
L1 ⋄ L2 ≜ {g1 ⋄ g2 | g1 ∈ L1 , g2 ∈ L2 , and g1 ⋄ g2 is defined} .
where η, µ ∈ R+ are constants with η being much greater
Language-based Semantics: The language-based seman- than µ, respectively modelling the time to load a variable from
tics of a GKATx is a set of guarded strings (i.e., a language) memory and the time to load a variable from the cache.
defined by
Given a GS g, the MAP of g, denoted RCmem (g), is the
accumulated
MAP of its actions; formally,
JpK ≜ {αpβ | α, β ∈ At} ,
(
0,
if g ∈ At;
JbK ≜ {α | α ∈ At and α ⇒ b} ,
RCmem (g) ≜
RC
(h)
+
mem(h)(p),
if g = h · p · α;
mem
Jf · gK ≜ Jf K ⋄ JgK ,
Jf +b gK ≜ (JbK ⋄ Jf K) ∪ ((At − JbK) ⋄ JgK),
r z
[
n
e(b) ≜
(JbK ⋄ JeK) ⋄ (At − JbK),
n≥0

where L0 ≜ At and Ln+1 ≜ Ln ⋄L, for L ⊆ GS. Since actions
in GKATx are uninterpreted, language-based semantics are an
over-approximation of functional semantics.
Rules: A GKAT rule is an equivalence that lets us transform an arbitrary GKATx into a GKATx that is syntactically
different, yet semantically equivalent; e.g., b · (e +b f ) ≡ b · e.
III. F ORMALISING TSCF WITH MAP
Informally, TSCF means that all secret-dependent program
traces have very similar execution time. If we model program
traces using guarded strings, then the execution time of a
program trace is the sum of the execution time required by
each of its actions. To quantify the execution time of actions,
we use a time metric.

The metric mem is causal, since the resource consumption of
actions depends on the history of the execution.
Now, consider two values for a secret s, say s = 0 and
s = n; the mem values of x := A[s] is
mem(1)(x := A[s]) = η × {x, A[0], s} + µ × ∅, if s = 0,
mem(1)(x := A[s]) = η × {x, A[n], s} + µ × ∅, if s = n.

The secret s leaks because the MAP of the expression x :=
A[s] depends on the value of s.When A[0] and A[n] are loaded
into the cache, and they are placed in different regions of the
cache; thus, the attacker can infer the value of s by looking
at which regions corresponding to A are loaded.
Constant MAP.: Given a language of guarded strings L ⊆
GS, we say that L has constant resource consumption with
respect to mem if and only if RCmem (g1 ) = RCmem (g2 ) for all
g1 , g2 ∈ L.
Constant resource consumption in its current form requires
all GS in the language L to have the same resource consumption. However, a program that has no secret values trivially

satisfy this property, since there are no secrets that could
be leaked. Thus, we need to enrich the current definition
of constant resource consumption so that we only require
traces that exclusively differ on secret values have the same
resource consumption. As it is standard (see e.g., [2], [24]),
we introduce a notion of public equality.
Let V be the set of public variables, and let JV K be the set of
valuation functions which map variables to values; we extend
the notion of guarded strings so that they are now generated
by the grammar
∗

GS := (JV K × At) · (Σ · (JV K × At)) .
Now, guarded strings satisfy one of the patterns (Γ, α) or
(Γ, α)·p·g, where Γ is a valuation of the public variables, α is
an atom and g is a guarded string. Two guarded strings g1 and
g2 are equal on their public variables, denoted g1 =p g2 , if and
only if their initial valuations are equal on public variables.
We now define a formal notion of constant resource consumption, which we apply to the mem metric.
Definition 1 (TSCF with MAP). Given a language of guarded
strings L ⊆ GS, we say that L has secure constant time
consumption guarantees with respect to mem if and only if,
for all g1 , g2 ∈ L :
g1 =p g2 ⇒ RCmem (g1 ) = RCmem (g2 ).
Equivalently, we say that L satisfies TSCF.
This definition naturally extends to GKATx. A GKATx e
satisfies TSCF if and only if JeK satisfies TSCF.
Attacker model: Definition 1 characterises an attacker
model where the attacker that can choose all the values of
public variable before execution of every GKATx and, at the
end of the execution of the GKATx, can measure the total
number of hits and misses to the cache. Additionally, the
attacker can execute Prime+Probe [23] or Flush+Reload [37]
attacks, either remotely or locally. More precisely, this attacker
can see which addresses are loaded in the cache but cannot
see their contents, and can flush the cache at will. This
attacker is similar to the attacker which exploits a Spectre V1
vulnerability to extract secrets via the cache, but our attacker
does not rely on speculative execution (speculative execution
is beyond the scope of this work).
In the following sections, we provide a concrete GKAT for
an enriched language of while-programs. Using this GKAT,
we describe existing repair rules used by other repair tools to
enforce TSCF under the baseline leakage model. We discuss
why these rules are not enough to enforce TSCF under the
MAP leakage model, and we propose our own set of rules to
fill this gap.
IV. R EPAIRING TSCF UNDER MAP WITH ORIGAMI
Existing program repair solutions for TSCF [27], [31], [36]
offer high-overhead, unsound guarantees, or no guarantees at
all with respect to the MAP leakage model. Raccoon [27]
implements ORAM to enforce TSCF in the MAP leakage
model. While secure, the use of ORAM is quite taxing in terms

of performance overhead. This overhead is unfortunate, which
is why we look for other software/compiler-based alternatives
to repair TSCF for the MAP model. SC-E LIMINATOR [36]
uses must-hit analysis and data structure preloading to enforce
TSCF in the MAP leakage model. However, the solution
presented is unsound when we consider that the attacker
can manipulate the cache. More precisely, SC-E LIMINATOR
implicitly assumes that the state of the cache during the musthit analysis is maintained through execution, which is not true
since the attacker can flush the cache after data structures have
been preloaded, rendering the must-hit assumptions invalid.
Finally, the methodology presented in [31] only offers security
guarantees with respect to the baseline leakage model, and not
with respect to the MAP leakage model.
In the following, we present an enriched language of whileprograms, and we study the possible causes for different MAP.
First, we define a concrete GKAT and give more precise
definitions about what their time consumption means. Then,
we formally present the ORIGAMI program transformation
rules, and we justify their soundness formally; i.e., we prove
that they enforce TSCF for the MAP leakage model. Then,
given that the MAP model implies the baseline model, we
include for completeness the well-known repair rules used to
repair branches and loops. We proceed to discuss limitations
of enforcement, and finally we show a natural extension of
ORIGAMI from arrays to multidimensional fixed-size data
structures.
A. A Concrete GKAT
We want to keep the GKAT as abstract as possible, but we
do need to define when a variable hits or misses the cache.
We start small by considering uni-dimensional arrays. Let
V be the set of variables names; let S be the set of names
⃗ ∈ S , x ∈ V and n ∈ N; we define the set of
of arrays. Let S
atomic expressions A by the grammar
⃗
⃗
a ∈ A ::= x | n | S[x]
| S[n].

We define the set of tests T by the grammar
t ∈ T ::= a1 = a2 , with a1 , a2 ∈ A .

Let a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ A , b ∈ B; we define the set of actions Σ
by the grammar
p ∈ Σ ::= a1 := a2 | a := sel(b, a1 , a2 )
The semantics of the language is standard, and we omit the
details since they are largely irrelevant for the purposes of
enforcing TSCF under the MAP leakage model. More precisely, we care when and where we load elements in the cache,
independently of the functional semantics of an action. Nevertheless, we assume that the compiler discards expressions
that are not well-formed (e.g. 1 := A[x]). We consider nested
expressions to be using syntactic sugar; e.g. A[x] := B[C[x]]
is equivalent to x1 := C[x] · x2 := B[x1 ] · A[x] := x2 .

B. ORIGAMI Rules
It is impossible to repair programs that are not TSCF with
traditional GKAT rules. Since GKAT rules preserve semantics,
non-TSCF expressions are never transformed into TSCF
expressions via these rules. Thus, for the purposes of enforcing
TSCF, we assume two equivalences between actions and
GKATx: the read equivalence (y := A[x]) ≡ O(y := A[x])
and the write equivalence (A[x] := y) ≡ O(A[x] := y),
where A has a fixed size of n + 1,
O(y := A[x]) ≜

Proof. This ORIGAMI rule also expands the single access
A[x] into a constant sequence of accesses to A with fixed
parameters, but this time it loads from every position of A,
and it stores a value chosen via a sel; again, since this new
sequence of accesses to A is independent of x, the MAP of
O(A[x] := y) does not leak x.
C. Repair Rules for the Baseline Model

acc := sel(x = 0, A[0], acc)·
acc := sel(x = 1, A[1], acc)·
...

Theorem 2. Let A be an array-like data structure of size n+1
with n ∈ N, then JO(A[x] := y)K satisfies TSCF with MAP.

and

acc := sel(x = n, A[n], acc)·
y := acc,

O(A[x] := y) ≜
A[0] := sel(x = 0, y, A[0])·

Since the MAP implies the baseline model, we must repair
programs also with respect to the baseline model. The baseline
repair rules are well known, but we briefly mention them here
for completeness. Existing repair tools, including [27], [31],
[36], are in general capable of repairing programs with respect
to the baseline leakage model using the following repair
rules, whose basic strategy consists of removing branches via
predication and by unrolling loops once they have been fixed
to have a constant number of iterations.
Branch predication: Given a program of the form

A[1] := sel(x = 1, y, A[1])·
...
A[n] := sel(x = n, y, A[n]).
We respectively denote the read ORIGAMI rule and the
write ORIGAMI rule by (y := A[x]) ⇝ O(y := A[x]) and
(A[x] := y) ⇝ O(A[x] := y). Functionally, these read and
write rules are sound: O(y := A[x]) implements an iteration
over A, loading every value A[i] but only storing it in acc
if i = x, and O(A[x] := y) also implements an iteration,
which loads A[i] and stores it back at A[i] if i ̸= x, or
loads A[i] but stores y otherwise. These rules lift naturally to
multidimensional arrays.
We now provide an argument for why these rules are sound
with respect to TSCF. We assume that 0 ≤ x ≤ n, which we
consider a reasonable assumption since in many languages the
semantics of the expression A[x] where x > n is undefined
or triggers an exception. To show why O(y := A[x]) is TSCF
with respect to the MAP leakage, we do a proof by induction
on the size of A.
Theorem 1. Let A be an array-like data structure of size n+1
with n ∈ N, then JO(y := A[x])K satisfies TSCF with MAP.

Proof. The intuition behind the proof is the following: this
ORIGAMI rule expands a single access to the data structure
A into a constant sequence of accesses to A with fixed
parameters, folding a sel instruction to accumulate the value
that would be computed by the access A[x]; since the new
sequence of accesses to A is independent of x, the MAP of
O(y := A[x]) does not leak x.
We use a similar argument to prove TSCF of O(A[x] := y)
expressions.

if b then x := e1 else x := e2
whose corresponding GKATx is (x := e1 ) +b (x := e2 ), the
predication repair rule replaces the branch by the select
instruction x := sel(b, e1 , e2 ). The tools [27], [31], [36]
implement this rule to remove leaks due to branching. There
are a couple of minor complications; repairing the GKATx
(a := b/c) +c̸=0 1 could introduce runtime exceptions that
were previously prevented by the conditional (e.g. division by
zero or accessing an array out of bounds). However, it suffices
to take a couple extra precautions before repair, as shown in
[27] and [31].
Loop Unrolling: Given a program of the form
while b do e
which corresponds to the GKATx e(b) , the loop unrolling
rule replaces the program with a sequence of linearisable
branches
(e +b 1) · (e +b 1) · . . . · (e +b 1) .
{z
}
|
k times

where k is the maximum number of iterations that the loop
could execute for all secrets.
The major complication to apply the loop unrolling rule
is determining k. Raccoon does not protect information leaks
from loop trip counts [27], so they cannot repair programs
with loops whose trip count is originally secret dependent.
SC-eliminator arbitrarily chooses a value from a list of
fixed sizes (e.g. 64, 128, 256) depending on static analysis,
[31] assumes that loops are already unrolled, and [27] do not
protect against information leaks from loop trip counts.

Limitations of Predication and Unrolling: Neither predication nor unrolling repair programs with respect to the
MAP leakage model. The loopless and branchless program
x := A[s] where s is a secret and A is a data structure has
different memory access patterns for the different values of s;
this limitation is the main motivation for ORIGAMI.
Vulnerable to OS Leakage: Since the MAP leakage
model is weaker than the OS leakage model, ORIGAMI does
not repair timing side-channel vulnerabilities that arise by the
use of operations whose execution time varies depending on
their parameters. We only repair leakage that occurs due to
accesses to data structures using secret indices.
D. Limitations of ORIGAMI
Secret Pointers: While we can fold a data structure whose
data are secret pointers without revealing the value of the
resulting pointer or the value used to access it, once this
resulting pointer is loaded, it is leaked to the attacker via the
cache. Thus, ORIGAMI should not be used to repair programs
which contain secret pointers that are naively accessed.
Secret Data Structure Sizes: The MAP of O(y := A[x])
and of O(A[x] := y) depends on the size of A. This adds
a caveat for using ORIGAMI to enforce TSCF under MAP:
the size of data structures indexed by secrets must be public,
since the size of A can be inferred via timing. We believe this
caveat is acceptable, since several cryptographic algorithms
fix the size of the data structures that hold secrets (e.g. AES
has key sizes 128, 192 or 256 bits). We also believe this case
is dual to trying to repair a loop by unrolling it if the loop
bound depends on an unbounded secret: it is impossible to
repair without compromising its functionality [31], [36].
Out-of-bounds Accesses: As a side-effect of applying the
ORIGAMI rules, accessing a data structure A of size n using
a sensitive index x such that x > n no longer results in
a runtime error. The repaired version of y := A[x] simply
sets y to the initial value of the accumulator acc if x > n.
Similarly, a repaired version of A[x] := y where x > n
never stores y; it simply loads all A[i] and writes them back.
Consequently, these new behaviours leak to the attacker the
information x > n, assuming that n is public. This limitation
is arguably artificial, since the original program possibly also
leaks this information through a runtime error.
Vulnerabilities Beyond MAP: As we previously stated,
ORIGAMI does not offer security guarantees for programs
that are vulnerable due to speculative execution or that are
vulnerable in the OS leakage model, since these have leakage
and attacker models that are beyond the scope of this work.
V. E VALUATION
Three research questions motivate the following empirical
evaluation:
• RQ1: How effectively can we enforce TSCF?
• RQ2: How efficiently can we enforce TSCF?
• RQ3: How do our enforcement results vary when compiler optimizations are considered?

We divide the evaluation of ORIGAMI into two sections:
1), an example program written in C, vulnerable with respect
to the baseline leakage model, which illustrates what to expect
when repairing programs with ORIGAMI, and 2) a set of three
test programs from real libraries (also written in C): we test the
rijndael_setup function from the AES implementation
in libtomcrypt [20], and the functions gdk-keyname and
gdk-keyuni from the GDK Linux library.
A. Implementation
We implement the ORIGAMI repair rules presented in
Section IV using LLVM (version 13) as compiler optimisation
passes. The compilation chain is as follows: using clang with
either the -O0 or the -O3 optimisation flag, we create an
intermediate representation in LLVM-IR. This IR representation has been already optimised by clang, so we can apply
the ORIGAMI rules without fearing them being removed by
the optimization passes. Finally, to obtain an executable, we
use llc with disabled optimizations (i.e., using the -O0 flag)
to compile and link the repaired LLVM-IR. The following
experiments show that ORIGAMI rules are preserved by this
final compilation step with disabled optimisations.
To mark which variables hold secrets, we rely on compiler
annotations. Unfortunately, we did not find any reliable tool
that performs taint propagation and analysis from the source
language C to LLVM-IR, which is why we implement one. We
provide the details of the tainting procedure in Section V-C.
B. Experimental Setup
We use Gem5 [9] to evaluate the efficiency, effectiveness and compatibility with compiler optimisations of the
ORIGAMI repair rules. Gem5 is a highly-configurable simulator which encompasses system-level architecture and processor
micro-architecture. The setup for the simulated environment in
Gem5 consists of a single TimingSimpleCPU with a 1GHz
processor that possesses only a level one 2-set associative
cache, which has a cache-line size of 32 bytes; the data cache
has size 8kB and the instruction cache has size 16kB. Gem5
provides statistical data from the execution of binaries, including, among other metrics, the number of CPU cycles and the
number of hits and misses on both data and instruction caches.
We measure the variance of these metrics to evaluate the
effectiveness of TSCF enforcement (RQ1). We use the growth
factor mrepaired /moriginal of each metric m to evaluate the
efficiency of TSCF enforcement (RQ2). Finally, to evaluate
the compatibility of ORIGAMI with compiler optimisations
(RQ3), we repair executables compiled with O0 and with O3
to see if there are any significant differences.
For each benchmark, we generate a set of five random secret
inputs. We use these five instances of the secret to obtain the
following metrics: the number of CPU cycles, and the number
of hits and misses on both data and instruction caches. An
implementation is vulnerable with respect to the MAP leakage
model if there is variance in the numbers of cache hits or
misses. Similarly, an implementation is vulnerable with respect
to the OS leakage model if there is variance in the numbers

of CPU cycles. The ORIGAMI rules are effective at repairing
programs with respect to the MAP leakage model if, for all
original programs that are vulnerable with respect to MAP,
they are no longer vulnerable with respect to MAP after their
repair. Since ORIGAMI does not repair with respect to the OS
leakage model, we do not expect the variance of CPU cycles
in repaired programs to be zero, which means that they remain
vulnerable with respect to OS.
C. Taint Analysis
We follow the philosophy presented by the authors of [29],
where the programmer works together with the compiler to
enforce TSCF. In our case, the programmer must provide the
information that the compiler cannot derive on its own to
apply the repair rules, i.e., which variables contain secrets,
the maximal loop bounds of loops that depend on secrets, and
which functions should not be inlined by the compiler to make
the repair process more efficient. For that, the programmer
should annotate the source code as follows: 1) annotate secret
variables at their declaration, 2) annotate sensitive loops by
giving them a maximum constant integer loop bound, and
3) annotate functions that manipulate secrets such that the
compiler does not inline them.
We mark the variables that contain secrets with the annotation __attribute__(annotate("secret")). We
refer to these annotated variables as taint sources. Whenever ORIGAMI finds a loop whose bound depends on a
secret and no bound has been provided, ORIGAMI rejects the program and asks the programmer to provide the
annotation __attribute__(annotate("bound=N"))
on the respective taint source, where N is the maximum number of times the loop could iterate given
any secret. Finally, the programmer should the annotation
__attribute__((noinline)) at function declarations
to prevent the inlining of functions that manipulate secrets,
since that would unnecessarily increase the size of the repaired
binaries (especially when loop unrolling is applied). AS a
consequence, our taint analysis is not inter-procedural, and the
programmers must annotate secret variables and parameters in
each function.
To implement taint propagation from C to LLVM-IR, we
identify the taint sources at the IR level, and we propagate the
taint using both data and control flow dependencies, which we
obtain from analysis passes included in LLVM.
D. Proof of Concept (POC)
Let A[10][10] be a two-dimensional data structure of size
10×10 with randomly generated integer values; now, consider
the program
int secret1 = N % 10, secret2 = M % 10;
for (int i=0; i<secret1; i++)
for (int j=0; j<secret2; j++)
A[j][i]=A[i][j];
where N and M are randomly generated secret integers. This
program is vulnerable with respect to both the baseline leakage

model and the MAP leakage model. The loop bound of the
outer loop depends on N and the loop bound of the inner loop
depends on M. The first access we perform in the data structure
is A[N][M], which leaks both N and M according to the MAP
leakage model. ORIGAMI needs to fix both the dependence
of loop bounds on secrets and the MAP for this program so
that it is constant. We present the metrics of executing the
repaired version of this program in Table I.
a) Results Analysis.: In both O0 and O3, the original
program displays variance in the metrics of the instructions
and data cache. After applying ORIGAMI, the variance is zero
in all metrics, which confirms that the repair tool is forcing
constant accesses to A, and it is ensuring that no information
leaks due to MAP. We remark that the number of CPU cycles
(column NumCycles) has a variance of zero, meaning that
the repaired version does not leak with respect to the OS
leakage model; however, this is due to the repaired program
not using CPU operations whose execution time depends on
secrets (other benchmarks do not satisfy this condition).
Repairing programs which contain loops whose trip counts
depend on secrets can exponentially increase the size and
execution time of programs. The POC program uses secrets
which range from 0 to 9, and loops iterate a different number
of times depending on the value of the secrets. ORIGAMI
enforces TSCF without sacrificing functionality by forcing the
program to run the outer loop 10 times and the inner loop
10 times no matter which secrets are provided, obfuscating
no-ops to preserve functionality with sel instructions. This
exponential growth is unavoidable, otherwise the secrets would
leak via the timing channel.
The overhead for repairing the POC program (column
Factor) is high: 5.11x for O0 and 30.2x for O3. To repair
this program, ORIGAMI must first force both loops to have
the same number of iterations independently of the secret
given, so the program transforms from one with an average
of 25 assignments per execution to a program which always
performs 100 assignments per execution. Secondly, ORIGAMI
folds each of those 100 assignments over A, forcing the MAP
to be constant and preventing the secrets from leaking via
the cache under the MAP leakage model. Then, by applying
loop unrolling, ORIGAMI prevents secrets from leaking via
the program counter.
The excessive overhead incurred by repairing this program
may be discouraging at first, but it is mainly due to loop
unrolling, which is not always required for sensitive programs.
We note that Raccoon does not repair programs with sensitive
loop trip counts like the POC, so we believe that their mean
16x performance overhead is only valid for programs which
do not have sensitive loops. In the following, we compute the
overhead of repairing programs that require little or no loop
unrolling to be repaired.
E. ORIGAMI on AES and GDK
We now describe the other example programs that we
used for benchmarking ORIGAMI, and we briefly explain the
results of the experiments. We repair the rijndael_setup

TABLE I: Simulation Results for the POC
Metric
Size
NumCycles
Icache hits
Icache misses
Dcache hits
Dcache misses

Orig.
16504
606469.2
114734.2
931
114734.2
931

Optimization
Average
Rep.
Factor
884856
53.615
3098976
5.11
397059
3.461
14535
15.612
397059
3.461
14535
15.612

O0
Variance
Orig.
Rep.
0
0
1908459.2 0
197395.7
0
0
0
197395.7
0
0
0

Optimization O3
Average
Variance
Rep.
Factor
Orig.
Rep.
6082680
368.558
0
0
18269050
30.213
169281.2 0
1829849
16.021
13854.2
0
95739
102.879
0.8
0
1829849
16.021
13854.2
0
95739
102.879
0.8
0

Orig.
16504
604672.8
114214.2
930.6
114214.2
930.6

TABLE II: Metrics for AES and GDK
O0
Metric
Orig.

Average
Rep.

Size
NumCycles
Icache hits
Icache misses
Dcache hits
Dcache misses

33296
904893.7
113393
1489
28246.9
3822.1

33296
898276
113002
1479
28014
3785

Size
NumCycles
Icache hits
Icache misses
Dcache hits
Dcache misses

22520
885008
112674.2
1474.4
27868.8
3779.6

51192
1042148
122967
2428
30970
3927

Size
NumCycles
Icache hits
Icache misses
Dcache hits
Dcache misses

49456
903146.4
112741.2
1470
27719.6
3936

53552
907018
114045
1604
28341
3774

O3

Variance
Factor
Orig.
Rep.
Orig.
Tomcrypt AES
1
0
0
33232
0.993
148556.33 0
902331.9
0.997
0
0
112650
0.993
0
0
1493
0.992
7.99
0
27809.35
0.99
7.99
0
3819.65
gdk_unicode_to_keyval
2.273
0
0
20520
1.178
75162
0
882540.8
1.091
361.7
0
112553.8
1.647
0.3
0
1469
1.111
64.7
0
27754.8
1.039
0.8
0
3782
gdk_keyval_name
1.083
0
0
49080
1.004
7840.8
0
900839.2
1.012
24.2
0
112558.4
1.091
0
0
1466
1.022
1.8
0
27600
0.959
0
0
3936

function from the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
implementation in libtomcrypt [20], and the functions
gdk_unicode_to_keyval and gdk_keyval_name of
the Linux GDK library.
AES is a specification for data encryption to establish
secure communication, which receives a plaintext message
and as an array of size 16 bytes as secret inputs (i.e., a
key). The rijndael_setup function performs a series of
memory accesses to setup the forward key. The function
gdk_unicode_to_keyval converts a secret ISO10646
character to a key symbol [32]. The secret input is a single
unsigned integer value. This function uses a binary search
that depends on a secret input, and it loads from a structure
using a secret index during that binary search. The function
gdk_keyval_name converts a key value into a symbolic
name [32]. The secret input k is a single unsigned integer
value.
The metrics of the repaired version of these functions appear
in Table II. We conclude that ORIGAMI successfully repairs
all studied functions with respect to the MAP leakage model,
because the variance in the number of hits and misses in

Average
Rep.

Factor

Orig.

Variance
Rep.

33232
895064
112428
1476
27776
3777

1
0.992
0.998
0.989
0.999
0.989

0
98294.94
0
0
7.71
7.71

0
0
0
0
0
0

192552
1626899.6
159844
6880
28742
3794

9.384
1.843
1.42
4.683
1.036
1.003

0
13443.2
43.2
0
0.2
0

0
179828.8
0
0
0
0

368568
2269991.2
199660
11481
28661
3950

7.51
2.52
1.774
7.832
1.038
1.004

0
819.2
0.8
0
0
0

0
54915.2
0
0
0
0

both caches is zero for all repaired benchmarks. We also
confirm that compiler optimisations can cause a program that
was originally safe with respect to the OS leakage model
to become vulnerable. Nevertheless, ORIGAMI is compatible
with compiler optimisations, since the repairs can be applied
after compiler optimisations, and preserved in the last steps of
the compilation chain.
If we take the number of CPU cycles as a measure of time,
then the overhead of applying ORIGAMI in these benchmarks
has a geometric mean of 1.23x, which is significantly better
than the 16x overhead incurred by Raccoon. The high
variation in the number of CPU cycles that we observe in
Table II in the repaired versions of O3 optimised programs
is due to the aggregation of operand-sensitive instructions
(e.g., addition and multiplication); although these instructions
are executed the same number of times, there is a direct
relationship between the number of CPU cycles and the value
of input parameters, which causes variance in the total number
of CPU cycles for different values of the secrets.
In some cases, the repair slightly affects the program positively in terms of performance. We speculate that this is caused

by ORIGAMI forcing the control flow graph (CFG) to match
the structure of a GKAT expression: during the transformation,
the LLVM pass manager might optimise some parts of the
code, compensating the overhead introduced by the repair and
improving overall performance.
This evaluation reinforces the philosophy of [29]: compilers
can be empowered to close timing-side channels automatically,
and programmers need only worry about providing the right
information to the compiler; independently of whether the
programmer follows CryptoCoding guidelines or not.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The existing solutions for closing timing side-channels
proposed by researchers in both computer security and programming languages can be classified into two complementary
main categories: verification and testing solutions and enforcement solutions. Verification and testing solutions address
the problem of checking whether a system has any TSC
vulnerabilities. Enforcement solutions ensure that the resulting
systems have no TSC vulnerabilities.
Verification and Testing Solutions.: These solutions help
us determine whether a system has timing side-channel vulnerabilities, but they do not offer automated repair solutions.
ORIGAMI is a static enforcement repair solution, so it does
not fit the verification nor testing categories. However, we
believe that ORIGAMI could be used in conjunction with
verification solutions to check which programs effectively need
repair before applying ORIGAMI unnecessarily.
There are verification solutions for source (e.g.,
ABPV13 [4],Low∗ [26] and [25]), intermediate (e.g.,
[2], [28]), assembly (e.g., [1], [10]) and binary (e.g., [14],
[17]) levels. We refer the interested reader to Barbosa et al.
[5, §IV], which contains an overview of tools for side-channel
resistance. The verification procedure presented in [6] does
not determine whether programs satisfy TSCF or not; instead,
they verify whether compilers preserve the cryptographic
constant-time properties of programs during compilation.
This is a better guarantee that just trusting the compilers to
do so. They do not address the problem of program repair.
Testing solutions like ct-fuzz [15] and [7] aim to provide
counterexamples that violate TSCF. By a counterexample,
we mean two sensitive inputs that could cause a program
to display different execution times. However, these testing
solutions do not repair programs in case that they find a
counterexample. Similarly to verification solutions, we believe
that ORIGAMI can be used in conjunction with these testing
solutions.
Enforcement solutions.: Enforcement solutions are quite
diverse, and can be further subdivided into two categories:
runtime enforcement and static enforcement. Runtime enforcement solutions, like S CHMIT [33], alter the execution of
programs to dynamically reduce the leakage of existing side
channels. Static enforcement solutions modify the programs
before execution, and do not monitor their execution. Static
enforcement solutions can be further subdivided into two
categories: synthesis and repair. Synthesis solutions apply a

security-by-design principle, so systems generated by this tools
satisfy TSCF. Among synthesis tools we find FaCT [12] and
CompCert [19].
FaCT is a C-like DSL that always generates constanttime LLVM bitcode, and CompCert is a certified compiler
that ensures that properties satisfied by the original program
are preserved in the compiled program. We appreciate the
security-by-design aspect offered by FaCT: if only secure
programs can be written, then TSCF is automatically enforced.
However, this guarantee only holds if optimization passes
are disabled, since they might introduce TSC vulnerabilities.
Moreover, FaCT simply reject programs that access data
structures with secrets. Unlike FaCT, we let the compiler apply
any optimizations it deems necessary, and then we use the
ORIGAMI rules to ensure the resulting code satisfies TSCF
under the MAP leakage model.
Program repair. Solutions like Raccoon [27], SCE LIMINATOR [36] and [31] often modify programs at the IR
level (i.e., they modify the front-end of the compiler). All
static enforcement solutions assume that actors further ahead
in the compilation and execution processes do not undo their
modifications to the program. Other repair solutions, like oo7
[35] work at lower levels, but they protect programs against
Spectre V1 attacks, and not against leakage caused directly by
the program.
Our tool is mostly similar to Raccoon, SC-E LIMINATOR
and the solution proposed in [31] because we do static
enforcement; however, ORIGAMI offers an advantage over
each of these three solutions. The tool in [31] does not
repair programs with respect to the MAP leakage model
(they repair with respect to the baseline model), the rules
proposed by SC-E LIMINATOR are unsound in the context of
the MAP leakage model, and while Raccoon does offer some
protection against the MAP leakage model, the performance
overhead has a geometric mean of 16x, while ORIGAMI
has a performance overhead of 1.23x. Like Raccoon and
SC- ELIMINATOR, ORIGAMI does not repair recursive calls,
does not offer security guarantees over side-effects (e.g. I/O
system calls), and does not repair programs whose timing sidechannel vulnerability stems from the usage of functions whose
execution time depends on their parameters (i.e., vulnerable in
the OS leakage model).
Spectre Attacks: Spectre V1 attacks [16] rely on the
speculative execution of a gadget of the form x := B[A[s]] to
leak secrets into the cache. Under the MAP leakage model,
x := B[A[s]] reveals A[s] when the program if s < sizeA
then x := B[A[s]] executes, so if some secret value k
is speculatively accessed via the A[s′ ], and then loaded in
memory by B[A[s′ ]], the attacker can reverse engineer the
value of A[s′ ], which is k. Although similar to the programs
that ORIGAMI repairs, ORIGAMI does not defend against
Spectre-style attacks, since its security guarantees only apply
for non-speculative behaviours of the program. To repair
programs that exhibit speculative leaks, we recommend to
use a methodology that finds speculative leaks (e.g. [11])
or a methodology that prevents speculative leaks by cutting

dataflows from sensitive sources to speculative sinks (e.g.
B LADE [34]).
VII. C ONCLUSION
Although ORIGAMI offers a sound approach to enforcing timing side-channel freedom (TSCF) with respect to the
memory access pattern (MAP) leakage model, there is still a
long way to go until true TSCF is achieved. Most notably,
ORIGAMI does not repair programs that are vulnerable with
respect to the operand sensitive leakage model (OS), but adds
another layer of security by repairing programs that are safe
with respect to the baseline leakage model, but unsafe with
respect to MAP leakage.
While we share the philosophy of [29], and we expect
compilers to take over the task of enforcement of TSCF instead
of the programmer, we believe that as long as hardware does
not offer strong TSCF guarantees which can be depended on
and rightfully used by compilers, any software based solution
for TSCF enforcement, including ORIGAMI, will remain
conditional, and thus not entirely reliable. Nevertheless, while
this type of hardware is available, software-based solutions
can mitigate timing side-channel vulnerabilities.
Our tool and all experimental data are readily available in an anonymous virtual machine for reproduction
and further research: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y3xy
tXBMpRT95qw3zH Nbx8LwLCmBy4/view?usp=sharing.
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